
Getting the spins/dizzy
Feeling nauseous
Chills or sweats
Rapid heart rate
Anxierty/Paranoia

Confusion, vomiting, going limp
Slow, irregular, or no breathing
Blue, grey, ashy, or pale skin
that is cool to the touch
Loss of consciousness
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What is "greening out"?

When someone either gets too
high or has a negative reaction
from getting high, this may be
referred to as "greening out"

Greening out can look like...

Greening out won't kill
you- but it can be an
unpleasant or scary

experience for anyone!

Here's how you can

avoid greening out...

Being able to recognize and
communicate how much it takes
for you to get high or how high you
want to get is a good start!

If you can, getting your cannabis from
a reliable source and confidently
knowing how much THC is present
really helps! As well as recognizing
that different products will act
differently (ie. edibles take longer to
hit, dabs will hit harder and faster.)

Know your own
tolerance/limits

Know your
product/potency

We aren't going to tell you not to
mix because the reality is some
people enjoy getting cross faded*,
however! It is important to
recognize that mixing alcohol and
cannabis SIGNIFICANTLY increases
your risk of greening out, or worse,
blacking out (passing out)

*cross faded is a term for polysubstance
use, or using more than one drug at once
(typically alcohol and cannabis) but is
particularly risky if other drugs are getting
thrown in the mix (including medications)

Know how drugs might
interact with each other

Here's how you can

avoid greening out...

Being prepared...

Checking in with yourself-
where are you at with your
consumption? What head
space are you in today?

Getting high with people you
trust to take care of you
should things go south, in a
space that is safe and having
a plan should you want or
need to leave without driving

Being intentional about the
kind of drug experience you
want to have!
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Supporting a friend who

is having a Bad TimeTM

reathe! Slow, deep breathes can slow
your heart rate and help you stay calm.

leep it off! If all else fails- lie down and
get comfy with some music or a show.

rink something! Having water or
something sugary can be helpful.

nderstand that this is temporary! Weed
is nonlethal, and the feeling will pass.

Just remembers how to be BUDS!

Someone having an adverse reaction
to weed may be hyper aware of being
a buzzkill, so be compassionate, offer
them reassurance, and do what you
can to keep them comfortable.

When should you get help?

Signs of alcohol poisoning:

Because people tend to green out when
mixing with alcohol, it's important not
to mistake someone who has alcohol
poisoning as "just greening out."

Confusion, vomiting
Slow or irregular breathing
Blue lips, grey/pale skin
Loss of consciousness

It's important to never leave a friend in
this state! Stay with them and get help.

If a friend has been mixing weed with
other drugs, particularly drugs that

might be adulterated (eg. molly, coke,
ketamine) it is important to take any

signs of an overdose SERIOUSLY.

Test your drugs and carry Naloxone!

Signs of overdose include:

For more information on

cannabis harm reduction

check out the Sensible Cannabis
Education Booklet series available at:

www.getsensible.org

or follow us on our social media

@get_sensible

Stay sensible gang!

you can also join our
Discord community!

DM us in IG for the link to our server.
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Stay sensible gang!

you can also join our
Discord community!

DM us in IG for the link to our server.
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